
MATH 30 TEST 1 STUDY GUIDE

SECTIONS 1.1&1.3, 2.2-2.7, 3.1-3.5 of Bittinger

Here are the topics we have covered in sections 1.1&1.3, 2.2-2.7, 3.1-3.5:

1. Translating written statements into mathematical expressions and equations

2. Understanding and using properties (commutative, associative, distributive, etc.)

3. Factor (which is one use of the distributive property)

4. Being able to add, subtract, multiply and divide with fractions (positive or negative!)

5. Being able to add, subtract, multiply and divide with all real numbers.

6. Combining like terms to simplify expressions

7. Using the order of operations (aka PEMDAS) accurately

8. Evaluating numerical expressions

9. Identifying bases and using exponents (including on negative numbers)

10. Determining when two fractions involving a negative sign are equal

11. Solving linear equations and also determining when an equation is an identity or a
contradiction

12. Solving a formula for a given variable (This is also known as solving a “literal
equation.”)

13. Solving problems involving percent

14. Solving word problems of many types (translation, consecutive integer, angle,
inequality, etc.)

15. Solving inequalities and using the number line, set-builder notation, and interval
notation

16. Solving word problems involving inequalities

17. Labeling parts of the Cartesian Coordinate System (origin, quadrants, axes)

18. Plotting points on a graph and reading a point from a graph (i.e. giving the
coordinates)

19. Determining what quadrant a point is in

20. Identifying the slope of a line drawn on a graph - or drawing a line with the
requested slope



21. Graphing a line given the equation of a line

22. Finding the intercepts of a line given the equation of a line

23. Finding the slope of a line (given information about the line: the equation, 2 points,
ETC.)

ADVICE: Be sure to use all your resources as you prepare. Resources include, but are
not limited to, the following items:

• Graded quizzes that have been returned to you

• Tests I’ve given previously and have posted online for you

• Additional information (hints, suggested problems, etc.) on my “Study Guide”
website

• Your textbook - especially the chapter review and chapter test portions of these
chapters

• Your homework (review problems you struggled with)

• Your notes (hopefully you are highlighting things I emphasize most)

• Items from “openers” that I’ve indicated would be helpful

• Videos of our topics online


